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Abstract
The difference of quantum mutual information for bipartite system of qubits and minimum taken with
respect to local unitary transformation group is introduced as a characteristic of quantum correla-
tions.The two qubits example (and specifically the two qubits X state) is studied in some details.
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1 Introduction
The classical and quantum systems containing subsystems have different properties,in particular, with
respect to correlations of random observables. Such phenomenon as violation Bell inequalities [1] and
Tsirelson bound for system of two qubits is well known example of such difference.Also quantum dis-
cord [2, 3] is another example of the difference in properties of classical and quantum correlations.The
entropic inequalities [4] which recently were checked experimentally [5] provide informational character-
istics of the quantum correlations in the case of continuous variables. For the discussing the classical and
quantum correlation the tomographic probability representation of states both in classical and quantum
domains provides convenient tools [6,7]. In this representation the quantum states are identified with fair
probability distributions called tomographic probability distributions or tomograms. The tomograms can
be introduced as notion of state also for classical systems [6,8].All the difference in behaviour of classical
and quantum states is coded by the specific properties of the tomographic probability distributions.These
properties are connected with reconstruction formulas for density operator which can be used not inly
in quantum but also in classical mechanics [6, 9]. In quantum domain the density operator must be
nonnegative and in classical domain it can have negative eigenvalues. This is the main reason that the
classical and quantum correlations in component systems are essentially different. The aim of this work
is is to study an analog of quantum discord which can be introduced for qubit systems on the base of
unitary tomographic description of spin systems [10, 11]. The paper is organised as follows. In Sec.2 we
describe the tomographic representation for spin states itself. In Sec.3 we define the tomographic discord
using the tomographic probability distribution and in Sec. 4 we apply it to two-qubit X-states.
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2 Tomographic Representation for Spin States
Quantum state of the spin j = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . with m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j can be described with its
tomogram ω(m,n)
ω(m,n) = 〈δ(m− n · Jˆ)〉 = Tr(ρˆδ(m− n · Jˆ)), (1)
where the vector n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) specifies a point on a sphere, Jˆ is the spin operator and
where the Kronecker delta function
δ(x) =
1
2pi
2pi∫
0
eixφ dφ (2)
is averaged by using the density operator ρˆ. The tomogram means the probability that the spin projection
onto the direction of the vector n is m. The inverse transformation is obtained in [12] in matrix form.
For the bipartite system of two spins with spins j , the tomogram is defined as the joint distribution of
the spin projections m(k) onto the directions n(k) where k = 1, 2. The tomogram for a such state is given
by
ω
(
m(1),m(2),n(1),n(2)
)
=
〈
N=2∏
k=1
δ(m(k) − n(k) · Jˆ(k))
〉
. (3)
Now we can define a unitary spin tomogram for the spin j as
ω(m,u) = 〈m|u+ρu|m〉, (4)
where ρ is the density matrix of the state, u is a unitary (2j + 1) × (2j + 1) matrix and m is the spin
projection. If we choose the matrix u as a matrix of an irreducible unitary representation of the rotation
group, we will get Eq.(1). For the bipartite system we may define the analogous joint distribution
ω(m1,m2, u) = 〈m1,m2|u+ρu|m1,m2〉. (5)
As any density matrix ρ of the size k × k may be represented in a form
ρ = u+0 diag{λ1, λ2, . . . , λk}u0, (6)
where u0 is unitary matrix and columns of u
+
0 are normalized eigenvectors of ρ to corresponding nonneg-
ative eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λk ≥ 0 of ρ:
u+0 =

u11 . . . u1k
...
. . .
...
uk1 . . . ukk
 ; −→u0+(λ1) =

u11
...
uk1
 , . . . ,−→u0+(λk) =

u1k
...
ukk
 . (7)
Thus, the tomogram may be represented in a form
ω(m1,m2, u) = 〈m1,m2|u+u+0 diag{λ1, λ2, . . . , λk}u0u|m1,m2〉, (8a)
where k = (2j1 + 1)× (2j2 + 1). Or
−→ω (u) = |uu0|2

λ1
λ2
...
λk
 , (8b)
2
where |a|2 for any matrix a means
|a|2jk = |ajk|2.
3 Tomographic Discord
Let‘s consider a bipartite system described by the density matrix ρ1,2. On one hand, we already have
one definition of mutual information
I(1, 2) = S1 + S2 − S1,2, (9)
where S1,2 = −Trρ1,2 ln ρ1,2 is von Neumann entropy of the whole bipartite system and S1 = −Trρ1 ln ρ1,
S2 = −Trρ2 ln ρ2 are von Neumann entropies of the corresponding subsystems which are described by
partial traces ρ1 and ρ2 . But on the other hand, we can define mutual information using the tomographic
probability distribution and the Shannon entropy [13]. The subsystems we will describe respectively
ω(m1, u) =
∑
m2
ω(m1,m2, u) ω(m2, u) =
∑
m1
ω(m1,m2, u). (10)
And the second definition of mutual information is given by
I(u) = H1(u) +H2(u)−H1,2(u), (11)
where H1,2(u) is the Shannon entropy of the whole system and H1(u), H2(u) are ones of the subsystems
respectively:
H1,2(u) = −
∑
m1,m2
ω(m1,m2, u) logω(m1,m2, u), (12)
H1(u) = −
∑
m1
ω(m1, u) logω(m1, u) H2(u) = −
∑
m2
ω(m2, u) logω(m2, u). (13)
As it was shown in [4] , the minimum value for the tomographic Shannon entropy H(u) is von Neumann
entropy S and it is achieved when u = u+0 what is derived from Eq.(8b). Also, one can show that in the
case of product unitary matrix u = u1⊗u2, ω(m1, u) = 〈m1|u+1 ρ1u1|m1〉 where matrices u1 and u2 have
the same dimensions as ρ1 and ρ2 respectively. It means an independent unitary transformation of the
first subsystem neglecting the dependence on the second one. The same is true for the second subsystem.
Also it means that the minimum values for H1(u) and H2(u) in case of product unitary matrix u = u1⊗u2
are S1 and S2 respectively and are achieved with unitary matrices u1 = u
+
10 and u2 = u
+
20 diagonalizing
the partial traces ρ1 and ρ2. In case of such diagonalizing matrices Eq.(11) reduces to :
I(u+10 ⊗ u+20) = S1 + S2 −H1,2(u+10 ⊗ u+20) (14)
So we can define tomographic discord as the difference between two definitions of mutual information
Eq.(9) and Eq.(11):
D = I(1, 2)− I(u+10 ⊗ u+20) = H1,2(u+10 ⊗ u+20)− S1,2. (15)
From the definition of the tomographic discord it follows
D ≥ 0 (16)
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4 Tomographic Discord for Two Qubits X States
Let‘s consider a two-qubit X state with following density matrix
ρ1,2 =

ρ11 0 0 ρ14
0 ρ22 ρ23 0
0 ρ32 ρ33 0
ρ41 0 0 ρ44
 . (17)
It has following eigenvalues
λ1,2 =
(ρ11 + ρ44)±
√
(ρ11 − ρ44)2 + 4|ρ14|2
2
λ3,4 =
(ρ22 + ρ33)±
√
(ρ22 − ρ33)2 + 4|ρ23|2
2
. (18)
Its partial traces ρ1 and ρ2 are
ρ1 =
(
ρ11 + ρ22 0
0 ρ33 + ρ44
)
ρ2 =
(
ρ11 + ρ33 0
0 ρ22 + ρ44
)
. (19)
The unitary matrices u+10 and u
+
20 which diagonalize these partial traces are identity matrices. So the
tomographic Shannon entropy H1,2(u
+
10 ⊗ u+20) is given by
H1,2(u
+
10 ⊗ u+20) = −
4∑
k=1
ρkk log ρkk. (20)
So the tomographic discord for two-qubit state is
D = −
4∑
k=1
ρkk log ρkk +
4∑
k=1
λk log λk (21).
5 Conclusion
To conclude we point out the main result of the work. For generic X-state of two qubits we calculated
the tomographic discord ( see Eq.(21)) expressed in terms of the matrix elements of the state density
matrix. We proved that the tomographic discord for the X-state equals to zero only in case of diagonal
density matrix. In other cases it is positive and characterizes the quantum correlations. The connections
with the quantum discord [2] will be considered. The result can be compared with the experimental
data [3].
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